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Abstract
Purpose—Develop and demonstrate preliminary validation of a brief questionnaire aimed at
assessing social cognitive determinants of physical activity (PA) in a college population.
Design—Quantitative and observational.

Author Manuscript

Setting—A midsized northeastern university.
Subjects—Convenience sample of 827 male and female college students age 18 to 24 years.
Measures—International Physical Activity Questionnaire and a PA stage-of change algorithm.
Analysis—A sequential process of survey development, including item generation and data
reduction analyses by factor analysis, was followed with the goal of creating a parsimonious
questionnaire. Structural equation modeling was used for confirmatory factor analysis and
construct validation was confirmed against self-reported PA and stage of change. Validation
analyses were replicated in a second, independent sample of 1032 college students.

Author Manuscript

Results—Fifteen items reflecting PA self-regulation, outcome expectations, and personal barriers
explained 65% of the questionnaire data and explained 28.6% and 39.5% of the variance in total
PA and moderate-to-vigorous–intensity PA, respectively. Scale scores were distinguishable across
the stages of change. Findings were similar when the Cognitive Behavioral Physical Activity
Questionnaire (CBPAQ) was tested in a similar and independent sample of college students (40%;
R2 moderate-to-vigorous–intensity PA= .40; p < .001).
Conclusion—The CBPAQ successfully explains and predicts PA behavior in a college
population, warranting its incorporation into future studies aiming at understanding and improving
on PA behavior in college students.

Send reprint requests to Susan M. Schembre, PhD, RD, Department of Behavioral Science, Unit 1330, The University of Texas MD
Anderson Cancer Center, PO Box 301439, Houston, TX 77230; sschembre@mdanderson.org or sschembre1@gmail.com.
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Purpose

Author Manuscript

According to the National Health and Nutrition examination Survey data the prevalence of
overweight in children and adolescents ages 12 to 19 (body mass index [BMI] percentile
≥85) increases from 33.2%1 to 68.8% in adulthood,1,2 with the greatest rate of weight
increase occurring between the ages of 20 and 29 years.3 This obesity epidemic is the result
of a long-term positive energy imbalance resulting from modifiable physical activity (PA)
and eating behaviors.4 Although regular participation in PA plays a critical role in the
prevention and treatment of obesity and chronic diseases,5 approximately 80% of Americans
achieve insufficient aerobic and muscle strengthening exercise to meet guidelines.6
Specifically among college students, 49% currently meet PA guidelines, and an estimated
34% are overweight or obese.7 These data indicate the importance of understanding the
attitudes and behaviors associated with regular exercise participation in college students to
develop effective interventions that aim to improve PA in this population.

Author Manuscript

Behavior change research demonstrates the most effective PA interventions are based on
theoretical models that adequately explain and predict PA.8 Among broad classes of
theories, social cognitive theories have shown the most promise for behavior change and, in
particular, PA behavior. Numerous social cognitive models and theories exist, including the
health promotion model, theory of planned behavior, theory of reasoned action, protection
motivation theory, social cognitive theory, health belief model, self-determination theory,
and trans-theoretical model.9 Although the constituent constructs differ from theory to
theory, all social cognitive theories broadly propose that behavior is a function of both
psychological and social processes, and to an extent person-environment interactions. A
recent meta-analysis of social cognitive models and theories in terms of their utility to
predict PA in adolescents found they could explain between 24% and 37% of the variance in
reported PA.9 The relatively low variance of PA explained may indicate that rather than
focusing on discrete, self-contained theories, a more promising approach may be to integrate
multiple social cognitive theories, drawing on the strengths of each one.

Author Manuscript

To understand and eventually intervene upon PA behavior, whether using a discrete theory or
an integrated approach, it is necessary to measure these social cognitive constructs. Most
existing instruments measure single constructs,10–12 which are then compiled to meet the
needs of specific research studies. This approach can result in unnecessary subject burden in
studies that are collecting multiple questionnaire data bringing the total to more than 75
items to assess.10,11,13–15 Alternatively, when assessment instruments are not available for a
specific construct or population, researchers are required to develop questionnaire items that
meet their individual needs. Although this approach may suit the specific needs of the
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research, it places a certain burden on the researchers to validate newly developed items, and
furthermore does not provide a standardized basis of comparison across a range of research.
The objectives of this study were to (1) develop a brief questionnaire that assesses social
cognitive constructs predictive of PA behavior for use in college-aged populations, (2)
demonstrate criterion-related validation of the questionnaire against self-reported PA
participation, and (3) cross-validate the questionnaire in an independent sample of college
students. We accomplished these objectives in two independent studies. Consistent with
current recommendations, we will utilize constructs drawn from multiple social cognitive
theories to develop an integrated model of PA behavior. To our knowledge, this is the first
study to attempt to create the Cognitive Behavioral Physical Activity Questionnaire
(CBPAQ), which simultaneously assesses multiple social cognitive constructs of PA in a
college-age population.

Author Manuscript

Methods
Design
Two independent studies were conducted to achieve the aforementioned objectives. Study
One included questionnaire development, exploratory and confirmatory analyses, and
preliminary criterion-related validation tests. Study Two was conducted in an independent
sample and included only cross-validation tests. The methods and results are described
separately and are followed by a general discussion.
Participants

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

For Study One, a convenience sample of 885 male and female college students 18 to 24
years old was recruited from eight large health-related general education classes at a
midsized northeastern university. Approval to conduct the study was granted by the
university's institutional review board prior to recruitment. Informed consent and data
collection procedures were performed via online surveys. Prior to responding to any
questionnaire items, participants first viewed the online informed consent. Acceptance of the
terms of the consent was implied by the participant's willingness to complete the
questionnaire. All students were invited to participate in the study for extra credit points in
the class from which they were recruited. Those who answered at least one question were
considered consented and enrolled in the study, and received extra credit points. Individuals
who were younger than 18 years old or older than 24 years old (n = 25) or reported a prior
eating disorder diagnosis (n=31), pregnancy (n=4), BMI,18.5 kg/m2 from self-reported
weights and heights (n = 35), or having medically related dietary restrictions (n = 12) were
considered ineligible for the study and excluded from data analysis. Additionally, those who
were missing eligibility data (n = 23) or who skipped a substantial percentage (.50%) of the
questions (n=34) were omitted from analysis. Eligible participants (N = 721) were
randomized into two subsamples for factor analyses. Based on recommended methodologies
to avoid issues of overextraction (of number of factors retained) in exploratory factor
analysis (EFA),16–18 data from one-third of the sample (n = 239) were used to conduct EFA
and data from two-thirds of the sample (n= 482) were used to conduct confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) and follow-up validation analyses. Gender proportion of the total sample was
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maintained in each subsample. There were also no between-group differences for other
participant characteristics, including age, race/ethnicity, BMI, location of residence (on/off
campus), or PA behavior (p > .05).

Author Manuscript

The sample for Study Two included participants of Project WebHealth, an online nutrition
and PA program for college students from eight geographically diverse universities. Full
details of the recruitment criteria and Project WebHealth curriculum have been published
elsewhere.19,20 The CBPAQ was administered to participants in an online format 12 months
after the conclusion of the 3-month intervention as part of a follow-up assessment. The
CBPAQ was included as one of the questionnaires included in the follow-up assessment for
all eight universities. No additional compensation was provided. A total of 1224 Project
WebHealth participants were invited to completed the follow-up assessment; 1104 opted to
complete the survey (90.2%). Because of missing International Physical Activity
Questionnaire–Short Form (IPAQ-S) data, N = 1032 have been included in the validation
study.
Measures

Author Manuscript

Questionnaire Development—As part of Study One, a five-stage process of
questionnaire development was performed: (1) initial item generation, (2) item refinement
and modification, (3) expert panel review, (4) factor structure analysis and item selection,
and (5) factor structure validation. A review of literature pertaining to social cognitive
determinants of PA and existing theory-based instruments was performed. Reviewed
instruments included the Perceived Benefits and Barriers Scale,14 the Physical Activity
Enjoyment Scale,11 and the Exercise Goal-Setting and Exercise Planning and Scheduling
scales.15 From this review, 99 test questions were either selected from existing instruments
or newly written. After expert review, a total of 73 test items were selected to represent
specific PA behavior domains drawn from five social cognitive theories and models. Table 1
summarizes the represented PA constructs and the health behavior theories from which the
items were drawn. A five-point Likert response format was chosen with scoring from 1
(“does not describe me at all”) to 5 (“describes me completely”). All questions were
modified to ensure a Flesch-Kincaid eighth-grade reading level. The 73 test items were
transferred into an online format using www.surveymonkey.com for data collection.

Author Manuscript

The social cognitive construct of self-efficacy (SE) was intentionally omitted from inclusion
in the questionnaire test items. Although SE is recognized as the foundation of social
cognitive theory, its exclusion from this questionnaire is the result of concerns of
measurement. The measure of SE must be specific to the study population given its likely
behavioral skills and barriers. Available SE instruments touch upon many aspects of SE, as
they can be initiation or maintenance specific, type or intensity specific, or refer to SE to
perform supportive actions (i.e., planning) or overcome barriers indirectly related to PA
participa-tion.21,22 McAuley and Blissmer22 discussed two basic categorizations of SE
measures: task SE measures, which assess behavioral capabilities, and self-regulatory SE
measures, which assess confidence to overcome common obstacles/barriers. The pool of
potential items for this measure did not focus on task SE, as it is typically not an issue in a
college population; it did include behavioral elements of self-regulation and barriers, but not
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confidence assessments as required for an SE measure. The exclusion of SE from this
measure maintains its integrity as a measure that can be used in a variety of research studies.
Criterion-Related Validation—In addition to the initial CBPAQ test items, the IPAQS23,24 and the one-item stage of change for engaging in regular exercise (SOC-EX)25 were
included in the Study One questionnaire to assess criterion-related validity.

Author Manuscript

The IPAQ-S23,24 is a seven-item questionnaire that assesses the frequency and duration of
walking and moderate- and vigorous-intensity activities during an average week. The IPAQS has been demonstrated to be a valid and reliable measure of PA across diverse populations,
including young adults, with measurement properties as adequate as other self-report
measures of PA.24,26 Continuous and categorical scoring methods have been estab-lished.27
In accordance with current recommendations to perform PA at least at a moderate intensity,
moderate and vigorous activities were summed. Categorically, the IPAQ-S was scored to
assess levels of activity (high, moderate, low) associated with health-enhancing benefits.27
Prior to conducting validation analyses, descriptive statistics were performed. The IPAQ-S
continuous measures were found to be nonnormally distributed and were normalized by
square root transformation prior to conducting further analyses.27

Author Manuscript

The SOC-EX25 was used to classify participants into one of five categories of PA
participation: precontemplation (no intention of changing in the foreseeable future),
contemplation (intending to change, but not soon), preparation (intending to change in the
next month), action (recent change), or maintenance (maintaining change for at least 6
months). This stage of change algorithm has been validated against self-reported and
objectively assessed PA in various populations.28,29 Similarly to previously reported
validation statistics, among those in the current exploratory and confirmatory samples, the
correlation coefficients between SOC-EX and IPAQ-S moderate-to-vigorous–intensity PA
were ρ = .598 to .664 and with total PA were ρ = .436 to .579.
Cross-Validation—As part of Study Two, cross-validation was conducted using the same
criterion-related validation methods and measures described above in an independent
sample. Additionally, we explored the cross-sectional associations between the CBPAQ
scales with BMI, measured by standardized methods.19
Analysis

Author Manuscript

Exploratory Factor Analysis—EFA data reduction procedures were performed using
principal components analysis and factor analysis by maximum likelihood (ML)
methodology with varimax and promax rotation to ensure a robust factor structure. The
number of underlying factors was decided upon using minimum average partial30 and
parallel analysis31 methods available on SPSS, version 16.0 (Chicago, Illinois). Missing data
(<1.0%) were replaced with gender-specific sample means to maintain sample size. Five of
the best possible items for each of the scales were selected based on the following criteria:
strong factor loadings (β > .6), lack of collinearity (r > .8) with other scale items, and
enhancement of the scale's internal consistency (Cronbach α). All items determined to be
skewed (>1.2) and/or kurtotic (>2.0) by descriptive statistics were omitted before conducting
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data reduction analyses. Items not meeting all of these criteria were not considered for
inclusion in the finalized questionnaire.
Confirmatory Factor Analysis—CFA procedures were performed using structural
equation modeling (SEM) with normal theory ML estimation available in EQS for Windows
version 6.0. Missing data were managed using ML estimators by the Fisher score method for
calculating standard errors. Nested models comparisons were performed to determine the
best-fitting model to the data and tested by means of χ2 difference (Δχ2) testing. Model fit
statistics including χ2 to degrees of freedom ratio (≈2:1), comparative fit index > .90, and
root mean square error of approximation < .05 were used as a basis of excellent model fit.
The best-fitting model was selected based on these model fit indices, Δχ2 testing, parsimony,
and consistency with empirical and theoretical research.

Author Manuscript

Criterion-Related Validation and Cross-Validation Analyses—For Study One,
multiple regression, Pearson correlations, analysis of variance, and independent t-tests were
performed to explore the relationship between the CBPAQ scales and the IPAQ-S and SOCEX. Missing data for validation analyses were managed with listwise deletion. Validation
analyses were performed using data from the CFA sample only. For Study Two, we explored
the cross-sectional associations between the CBPAQ scales with the IPAQ-S and BMI using
linear multiple regression analysis.

Results
Participant Characteristics

Author Manuscript

For Study One, the sample (N = 721) consisted of 69.5% females (n = 501) and 30.5%
males (n = 220) with a mean age of 18.9 years (SD 1.1), range 18 to 24. Eighty-seven
percent of the sample identified themselves as white and 82% were freshman or
sophomores. Mean BMI, calculated from self-report weight and height, was 23.1 kg/m2 (SD
3.5) with 24% of the sample categorized as overweight/obese (BMI ≥ 25.0 kg/m2).
The cross-validation sample for Study Two (N=1032) consisted of 63% females (n = 650)
and 37% males (n = 382) with a mean age of 20.2 years (SD 1.1), range 19 to 25.
Approximately 44% were sophomores in college, 38% were juniors, and the remaining 28%
were seniors or graduate students. Seventy-nine percent identified as non-Hispanic white.
Based on measured height and weight, 27% were overweight or obese (BMI ≥ 25.0 kg/m2).
EFA and CFA

Author Manuscript

EFA analysis uncovered 3 underlying PA factors represented by 15 noncomplex, highloading (β > .6) items that accounted for 65% of the variance in the questionnaire data. The
three CBPAQ (five-item) scales were labeled Outcome Expectations (CBPAQOE), SelfRegulation (CBPAQ-SR), and Personal Barriers (CBPAQ-PB). CFA analyses confirmed the
three-factor, 15-question structure identified by EFA. Based on model fit statistics and Δχ2
testing summarized in Table 2, the hierarchical model demonstrated best fit to the data.
Support for this model suggests each of the three PA factors is a correlated first-order factor
related to a second-order general exercise behavior factor. Retention of this model implies
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the three scales can be examined individually or summed together as a single general scale.
Descriptive statistics and internal consistencies for the CBPAQ scales for both the EFA (n =
220) and CFA (n = 452) subsamples are summarized in Table 3. Independent t-tests were
used to assure there were no significant differences in scale scores between the subsamples.
The Figure depicts hierarchical model with factor loadings and path coefficients (left) for the
questionnaire items scored by the provided protocol (right).
Validation Analysis

Author Manuscript

Table 4 summarizes multiple regression analyses demonstrating the association between
CBPAQ constructs and transformed IPAQ-S outcomes of total activities and moderate to
vigorous activities. A large portion of the vari-ance in total activities (28.6%; R2adjusted = .
286, p < .001) and moderate to vigorous activities (39.5%; R2adjusted = .395, p < .001) was
explained by the CBPAQ scales. Higher scores on the CBPAQ-SR and CBPAQ-OE scales
and lower scores on the PB scale were associated with greater amounts of IPAQ-S activities.
The constructs most strongly associated with total activities and moderate to vigorous
activities were CBPAQ-SR (β = .212 and .386; p < .001, respectively) and CBPAQ-PB (β =
−.286 and −.284; p < .001, respectively). CBPAQ-OE was associated only with total
activities (β = .164, p < .01) after accounting for correlations among the CBPAQ scales.

Author Manuscript

Table 5 shows the CBPAQ scores demonstrated significant differences across the categorical
measures of PA behavior such that CBPAQ-SR and CBPAQ-OE scores decreased
significantly whereas PB scores increased significantly as IPAQ-S levels of PA decreased.
CBPAQ-SR, CBPAQ-OE, and total CBPAQ scale scores consistently decreased from
maintenance to pre-contemplation stages and increased across the stages for CBPAQ-PB.
Significant differences were observed between maintenance, action, and preaction stages for
the CBPAQ-SR and CBPAQ-PB scales. Those in maintenance and action also had
significantly higher CBPAQOE and total CBPAQ scores than those in preaction stages.
There were less pronounced differences in CBPAQSR and CBPAQPB scale scores across the
preaction stages. However, individuals in preparation had significantly higher CBPAQ-OE
scores compared to those in precontemplation and contemplation, and those in preparation
and contemplation had significantly greater total CBPAQ scores than those in
precontemplation.
Cross-Validation Analysis

Author Manuscript

Results from the cross-validation data set were quite similar to those in the initial validation.
The three CBPAQ scales together explained 40% of the variance in IPAQderived moderate
to vigorous PA. CBPAQ-PB (β =−.223; p < .001) and CBPAQ-SR (β = .472; p < .001) were
both significantly associated with MVPA. CBPAQ-OE was not significantly associated with
MVPA (β = .008; p = .8).
By linear multiple regression analysis, observed associations between BMI and the CBPAQPB (β = .143; p < .001) and CBPAQ-OE scales (β = —.070; p = .061) were significant or
borderline significant. CBPAQ-SR was not associated with BMI (β = .061; p = .132)
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Discussion

Author Manuscript

The objectives of this study were to develop a short questionnaire that assesses multiple
social cognitive constructs to explain PA behavior for use in college-aged populations and to
demonstrate criterion-related validation of the questionnaire against PA participation. These
objectives were accomplished. The three-scale, 15-item CBPAQ accounted for 65% of the
variance in the questionnaire data and demonstrated strong internal consistency. The three
scales explained a substantial portion of the variance in total activities and moderate to
vigorous activities (29% and 40%, respectively). Similar explanatory power was observed in
an independent cross-validation sample (40%). The amount of variance explained for MVPA
is especially notable because it is similar to studies using one discrete theory or a
combination of social cognitive (and environmental) variables to predict self-report PA
(33%, on average), based on a review of more than 20 published studies.9 Furthermore, this
is accomplished using only three constructs and 15 questions. The scales further
demonstrated the ability to distinguish between individuals in various stages of PA
participation. Successful development and preliminary validation of the CBPAQ
demonstrates the feasibility of using a short, multi-construct questionnaire to explain PA
behavior in a college population in the place of multiple existing social cognitive measures
totaling more than 75 items.

Author Manuscript

The three five-item social cognitive factors of PA behavior were labeled CBPAQ-PB,
CBPAQ-SR, and CBPAQ-OE. CBPAQ-PB is defined as the perceived barriers preventing the
initiation or maintenance of regular PA, including personal distractions, lack of time, lack of
interest, and lack of motivation. CBPAQ-SR is defined as self-regulatory actions used to
maintain regular PA, including relapse prevention strategies, making commitments and
goals, prioritizing, and contingency planning. CBPAQ-OE is defined as the expectation that
participation in PA will produce positive and wanted results including increased energy,
sense of accomplishment, mood improvements and stress relief, and feeling good physically.

Author Manuscript

The social cognitive constructs of social and environmental barriers were not found to be a
relevant determinant of PA in this college-aged sample. This could be considered a
limitation of a questionnaire designed to reflect various social cognitive constructs; however,
most items reflective of these constructs were skewed by a low mean response and were
subsequently removed from factor analyses. The low endorsement of these items implies
most students (including those who were reportedly less active) may feel they have adequate
support from their family and peers, or have ample access to fitness facilities. Other
remaining social and environmental barrier items were found to correlate with other items
on the CBPAQ-PB scale but were not selected to represent the scale because of inadequate
factor loadings (<.6).
Existing research provides a rationale to assess personal barriers to PA, particularly in a
college sample. In a study by Brown et al.,14 personal barriers, including low motivation,
laziness, lack of will power, and not making time to exercise, explained more than 35% of
the variance in strenuous PA in a college sample. Significant personal barriers to PA, healthy
eating, and weight management were also noted in a qualitative study of college students,
including motivation, temptation, boredom, and stress.32 Further support for a personal
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barriers scale to explain PA is provided in this study, as the newly developed CBPAQ-PB
scale independently accounts for a significant portion of the variance in total and moderate
to vigorous activity (R2=.227 and .281; not shown) and differentiates between various levels
of PA frequency and participation.

Author Manuscript

Similarly, the construct of self-regulation measured by the CBPAQ contributed greatly to
explaining PA behavior in this population. This construct is particularly important in that
motivation to be active is often not enough to maintain regular PA.33 In a study performed
by Rovniak et al.15 in young adults, a measure of self-regulation (planning and scheduling)
was developed and demonstrated that self-regulation was strongly associated with strenuous
PA (β =.48, p < .05). Similar associations were observed in this study such that the newly
developed SR scale independently predicts a large portion of the variance in total and
moderate to vigorous activity (R2adjusted = .212 and .386, p < .05). Combining previous
findings with the findings in this study suggests that the use of self-regulation strategies is of
great importance to understanding regular participation in PA in a college population.

Author Manuscript

Research regarding the predictive ability of positive PA outcomes is somewhat limited in this
population, and its role in understanding PA participation has yielded mixed results.34 Based
on a review of the outcome expectancy construct in PA research, certain patterns between
the construct and PA were observed that may explain inconsistencies in the research.34 The
most remarkable observation was that the association between outcome expectations and PA
is stronger among older adults than among young to middle-aged adults.34 In this study,
CBPAQ-OE scale scores independently differentiated between various levels of PA.
However, they were not significantly associated with total or moderate to vigorous activity
after accounting for CBPAQ-PB and CBPAQ-SR. This finding suggests CBPAQ-OE may be
useful in identifying those who are more versus less active in a college-aged population, but
that there may be an indirect association between PA and CBPAQ-OE through CBPAQ-PB
and CBPAQ-SR. Additional modeling of the associations between the CBPAQ scales and PA
would be needed to test this hypothesis.

Author Manuscript

Lastly, this study demonstrates the CBPAQ may be a useful measurement instrument for
stage-based PA interventions. Although the CBPAQ appears to tap into dimensions of PA
behavior associated with both initiation and maintenance of regular PA, it may be
particularly useful in interventions that focus on PA maintenance in a college population.
Specifically, greater CBPAQ-SR scores increased and CBPAQ-PB scores decreased from
precontemplation to maintenance, with significant differences between preaction stages,
action, and maintenance. Although these findings demonstrate the strength of the CBPAQ to
differentiate between those who are active engaging in regular PA versus those who are not,
the CBPAQ-OE scale may aid in differentiating between those in the preaction stages. Social
cognitive theory suggests that outcome expectancy may play a larger role in the initiation of
behaviors and less of a role in behavioral maintenance.35 Consistent with these implications,
the CBPAQ-OE scores did not vary significantly between individuals in action or
maintenance. Additionally, stronger CBPAQ-OE score differences were observed between
those in pre-contemplation and contemplation and those in preparation and action. CBPAQOE score differences might have reached significance between each of the preaction stages
had there been larger group sizes.
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This study is strengthened by the recruitment of large samples of college students. These
large samples allowed for both EFA and CFA data reduction analyses as well as additional,
out-of-sample validation analyses. Furthermore, the use of SEM for CFA procedures greatly
strengthens this study, as SEM takes into account measurement error, greatly enhancing
confidence in the structure and its psychometric properties. Another important strength is the
incorporation of constructs from a variety of social cognitive models, rather than limiting
our instruments to the constructs from one model.

Author Manuscript

The findings of this research are limited mainly by the lack of diversity in this college-aged
sample. The populations of Studies One and Two were all college students who were
predominantly female (70% and 63%, respectively) and white (87% and 79% respectively).
Future research should verify the nature of the CBPAQ in more diverse populations,
including young adults not attending college, to allow for greater generalization of the
current findings to a broader young adult population. Another limitation of this study is its
cross-sectional design. Inferences regarding the relationship between the CBPAQ
maintenance of PA over extended periods of time will need to be evaluated though
prospective research.
In summary, this study demonstrates the successful development and preliminary validation
of a short PA behavior questionnaire that incorporates multiple social-cognitive constructs to
explain PA participation in a college population. The CBPAQ, therefore, is a valuable
measurement instrument for the assessment of determinants of PA; warranting its
incorporation into future studies aiming at understanding and improving on PA behaviors in
college students.

Author Manuscript
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SO WHAT? Implications for Health Promotion Practitioners and
Researchers
What is already known on this topic?
College-aged young adults are insufficiently active. Although theoretical models may
guide interventions to address this, researchers lack validated instruments to measure
relevant constructs in this population.
What does this article add?

Author Manuscript

The objectives of these studies were to develop and validate a brief instrument to assess
theory-based determinants of physical activity that are most salient to a college-aged
population. Three cognitive behavioral constructs emerged as being most relevant:
outcome expectations, self-regulation, and perceived barriers. These three constructs
were able to explain a relatively substantial amount of the variance in MVPA as
compared to other, more intensive theory-based questionnaires. Items reflecting social
and environmental barriers appeared to be less relevant to this population.
What are the implications for health promotion practice or research?
The CBPAQ can be utilized to assess underlying cognitive behavioral mechanisms that
influence physical activity behavior in this population. Additionally, these findings
provide preliminary evidence that interventions could focus efforts on increasing selfregulation strategies (e.g., goal setting and planning) and reducing personal barriers to
physical activity to increase the intrinsic motivation to be active, while putting less
emphasis on social and environmental barriers.
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Figure. Cognitive Behavioral Physical Activity Questionnaire* and Questionnaire Instructions†

*On the left is the hierarchical model of the Cognitive Behavioral Physical Activity
Questionnaire (CBPAQ), depicting standardized factor loadings between questionnaire items
and their constructs and path coefficients between the constructs and the general higherorder factor. Measurement error variances and disturbances were estimated in the model;
however, they are not depicted. Model fit statistics: χ2:df = 3.0 (χ2 = 258.58; df = 86),
comparative fit index = 0.947, and root mean square error of approximation = 0.064 (0.055–
0.073).
†On the right are the questionnaire instructions and items along with the scoring protocol.
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Table 1

Summary of Initial CBPAQ Test Items and Associated Theories*

Author Manuscript

Primary Construct

Question Set (No. of Questionnaire Items)

Associated Theories

Self-regulation

Self-management (7)

SMT, SCT

Goal setting (7)

SMT, SCT

Planning (6)

SCT

Contingency management (6)

SMT, SCT, HPM

Positive (9)

SCT

Negative (10)

SCT

Insufficient capabilities (4)

SCT, HPM, HBM

Lack of social support (4)

SCT, HPM, HBM

Environmental constraints (3)

SCT, HPM, HBM

Lack of time (6)

SCT, HPM, HBM

Lack of motivation (4)

SDT, HPM, HBM

Lack of self-confidence (7)

SCT, HPM, HBM

Outcome expectations

Barriers

Author Manuscript

*

CBPAQ indicates Cognitive Behavioral Physical Activity Questionnaire; SMT, self-management theory; SCT, social cognitive theory; HPM,
health promotion model; HBM, health belief model; and SDT, self-determination theory.
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258.58
258.58

4. Hierarchical model†

625.83

2. Uncorrelated factors

3. Correlated factors

3272.83

1. Null model

χ2

87

86

89

101

df

0.063

0.063

0.111

0.253

RMSEA

Model Fit Statistics

0.947

0.947

0.832

CFI

2→4

2→3

1→2

Comp.

2

3

12

Δdf

367.25

367.25

2647.00

Δχ2

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

Δp

Model Comparison Statistics

Hierarchical model represents a single second-order factor associated with the CBPAQ scales.

†

CFA indicates confirmatory factor analysis; CBPAQ, Cognitive Behavioral Physical Activity Questionnaire; RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; CFI, comparative fit index; Comp., model
comparisons; and Δ, difference. The best model fit is presented in bold text.

*
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CFA Model Summary Statistics for Hypothesized Models of the CBPAQ Scale (N = 482)*
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Mean
4.55
2.59
4.02
2.06

CBPAQ

Total CBPAQ Score

Self-regulation

Outcome expectations

Personal barriers

0.80

0.82

1.02

2.20

SD

0.772

0.876

0.891

0.900

α

EFA Sample (N = 220)

2.08

4.00

2.48

4.40

Mean

0.80

0.80

0.88

2.03

SD

0.783

0.853

0.856

0.894

α

CFA Sample (N = 452)

0.761

0.894

0.156

0.402

p†

Difference testing performed by independent t-tests.

†

CBPAQ indicates Cognitive Behavioral Physical Activity Questionnaire; EFA, exploratory factor analysis; CFA, confirmatory factor analysis; and α, Cronbach internal consistency α. Listwise deletion was
used to manage missing data.
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Descriptive Statistics and Internal Consistencies of the CBPAQ by Sample Subgroups*
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0.164

0.386
0.070
−0.284

Self-regulation

Outcome expectations

Personal barriers

−5.314

1.349

7.099

−4.582

2.662

3.286

t

<0.001

0.178

<0.001

<0.001

0.008

0.001

p

−0.284

0.075

0.367

−0.270

0.161

0.198

η2

CBPAQ indicates Cognitive Behavioral Physical Activity Questionnaire; and IPAQ-S, International Physical Activity Questionnaire–Short Form. Listwise deletion was used to manage missing data.

R2adjusted = 0.395

−0.286

Outcome expectations

Personal barriers

0.212

β

Self-regulation

Moderate to vigorous activity (n = 327)†‡

R2adjusted = 0.286

Total activity (n = 270)†

CBPAQ Predictors

Moderate to vigorous activity was calculated by summing IPAQ-S vigorous and moderate activities prior to conducting square root transformation.

‡

IPAQ-S outcome distributions were normalized by square root transformation prior to performing linear multiple regression analyses.

†
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Multiple Regression Analyses for CBPAQ Scales and IPAQ-S Outcomes*
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3.08
4.43
1.58

Self-regulation

Outcome expectations

Personal barriers

4.22
2.33
3.99
2.10

1.47a
0.74a
0.52a
0.56a

SD

0.71b

0.77b

0.77b

1.73b

SD

Mean

5.96

Mean

Total CBPAQ Score

Moderately Active
(n = 185)

High Active (n =
138)

IPAQ-S

2.76

3.53

1.83

2.59

Mean

0.78c

1.01c

0.84c

2.08c

SD

Low Active (n = 22)

1.59

4.35

3.03

5.79

Mean

0.55a

0.60a

0.75a

1.51a

SD

SOC-M (n = 188)

2.01

4.10

2.48

4.57

Mean

0.64b

0.71ab

0.67b

1.54b

SD

SOC-A (n = 71)

2.47

3.83

2.01

3.37

Mean

0.70c

0.78b

0.68c

1.36c

SD

SOC-Pr (n = 112)

SOC-EX

2.76

3.43

1.84

2.50

Mean

0.83c

0.87c

0.70c

1.92d

SD

SOC-C (n = 56)

2.76

3.28

1.79

2.31

Mean

0.71c

0.92c

0.91c

1.82d

SD

SOC-Pc (n = 24)

CBPAQ indicates Cognitive Behavioral Physical Activity Questionnaire; IPAQ-S, International Physical Activity Questionnaire–Short Form; SOC-EX, stage of change for engaging in regular physical
activity; M, maintenance; A, action; Pr, preparation; C, contemplation; and Pc, precontemplation. Statistically significant comparisons were determined by analysis of variance and Tukey post hoc multiple
comparisons. Across groups, values with different superscript letters are significantly different from each other, whereas values that share the same superscript are not statistically different from each other
(p > 0.05). All significant comparisons reached p < 0.01. Listwise deletion was used to manage missing data.
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Mean Comparisons of CBPAQ Scales Against Categorical Criterion-Related Validity Measures
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